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ABSTRACT 

 

For me, there has always been a wolf at the edge of the woods, watching and waiting. My 

sister often cried wolf, trying to shape reality into words that fit her emotional desperation. The 

rest of my family simply agreed not to speak of the wolf. It is not that we believe it will go away 

if we don’t address it; speaking of the wolf simply seemed somehow weak, definitely futile, and 

painfully self-indulgent. The wolf is sometimes hunger, sometimes depression, sometimes 

alcoholism, sometimes loneliness or fear or anger or the past or the present or the future, or 

anything at all that reduces us to less than the fragile concept of ourselves that we had each glued 

together, so alone and so patiently, each time it was smashed. But there is always a wolf, always 

watching.  

My family tried to starve the wolf by denying it language, but that only served to make it 

more cunning and more fierce. Poetry has helped me to gaze back at the wolf and see myself and 

the world in her. The wolf at the edge of the woods is what Lorca called duende, the shadow of 

death that reminds me that I am alive. The wolf is our escort into the woods. It is silence but it is 

also language itself. The wolf watches, not just me or my family, but everyone. It protects and 

nurtures us, but stalks us too.  

Words can devour us. It is through this devouring, this annihilation, that we can be 

reborn. We carry words around inside our heads and mouths like we own them; we have them at 

our fingertips like they are dogs on leashes. But it is words that make us kneel and beg. And they 

can blow our houses down. 
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The Words of Strangers 
 

 

The wolf now paces restlessly in circles 

around the book until he is absorbed 

by the power of its narration, 

making him one of its illustrations, 

a small paper wolf, flat as print. 

 

from “Wolf” by Billy Collins 

 



 

Ode to Hunger 

 

Hunger is German, its beginning  

   soft and sweet as honey, 

its ending a growl in the throat  

 

of the wolf who knows your name.  

   In other languages,   

they have hunger as if it is a possession 

 

like an empty suitcase carried  

   to the train station. At this stop,  

it is hambre, like a man  

 

you will dance with, in Lille, faim,  

   like a woman who listens  

to your troubles. In your village, 

 

hunger is njaa, an injury  

   you don’t recover from.  

It burrows its head in your belly  

 

like a tired child, steals your teeth  

   and gnaws your bones  

with them. Listen—it is weaving  

 

an umbilical cord 

   among each of us  

with the patience of a Jew. 
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The TV Repairman’s Daughter Watches Re-Runs 

 

Missing two fingers on one hand, my father  

was a traveling priest who repaired  

 

altars in quiet houses. He plucked I Love Lucy  

from the darkness, rescued Ed Sullivan from  

purgatory, coaxed wearied gods from their hiding  

 

places. He knew how a deity could work loose a wire,  

prompt a careless child or angry adult to rip off a knob.  

 

When the sins of the household were very grave, the gods  

extinguished the cathode-ray tube— 

their shooting star 

      —that one slow-fading white dot.  
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The Shoe Salesman’s Daughter Rides the Bus 

 

Twyla and I are the only passengers.  

 

We are fifteen. She’s a virgin; I’m not. We are  

taking the bus through the early winter dark  

 

and snow to research the suffering in Cambodia. 

We are looking forward to the long ride without mothers,  

the seriousness of the library, each book  

 

waiting to lend us gravity. We look forward  

to the compassion we’ll soon feel for the Cambodians. 

The audience outside the bus windows grows quiet, 

waiting for my next scene. The driver, a father-age man 

 

with smooth thick brown skin so unlike ours, 

turns on wipers as long as my arms,  

eases us over to the sidewalk where two women stand,  

a red dress and a purple dress 

with matching stiletto heels one size too small. 

 

They get in, drop change in the box. 

“Bad night to be out,” the driver says 

as the doors sigh closed. I think, 

The wind must cut right through those stockings. 

I think, Can’t they afford a car? And then,  

If they don’t work, they don’t get paid. 

 

I look at Twyla, who shrugs, looks out  

the window. The snow is thick now. 

The two women sit three rows in front of us. 

Their perfume fills the bus, squeezing its hips  

into each seat and swaying in the aisle.  

The road ahead is disappearing under white and we won’t  

make it to the library. That night, the snow turns us all back. 
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The Alchemist’s Daughter Learns to Masturbate 

 

After school, I assembled the plastic parts of the Wolfman, 

gave him a stand to anchor him outside my dreams, 

painted his jacket and his lips red,  

his teeth a thrilling white—clenched against my name. 

 

Next, I assembled myself from parts of the dead 

each part with its own will, barely under my control. 

I grunted ones and zeros through the village and feared fire. 

 

In the poetry section of the public library,  

I found a cross—ornate and cheap—resting 

by the window with a few emaciated volumes. I slept  

 

with it clutched in my right hand, my arms crossed  

against my chest, exposing my long white neck  

to the shadows of night in my bedroom 

while the cape descended again and again, 

giving my throat the warmth with his long sharp teeth. 
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The Therapist’s Daughter’s First Job 

 

I spent those nights swimming in bleach, 

washed the tables down, the slimy insistence 

on my hands, the premeditated stab 

at my nostrils, hitting the sinuses 

in a spot no other smell could. Those nights, 

spent in a stained and ridiculous 

uniform, I watched night come on through 

the plate glass windows, a life  

not visible from here, and I’d fight the urge 

to get out, to chase life down, if not to live,  

at least to watch. I know the others  

knew this urge, maybe better.   

 

One boy, almost as young as I was, called one night, 

saying he thought he’d killed someone. 

His voice came through the phone 

by the walk-in freezer, words  

that were sweaty, clammy, their nervous 

system twitching. I didn’t wonder about who 

he might have killed but felt he’d come 

across that life that existed outside. I stayed 

on the phone with him while the night manager 

drove over to his house. It calmed me, his frantic, 

disjointed speech, the hum under the words  

telling me the life I couldn’t see from here 

would be waiting for me, after all. 
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I Am Sibyl 

 

The lights will come up as soon as I scream.  Wait- 

ing in the dusty shadows between off-stage  

and on, I will the scream to rise in my throat  

as if it has wings.  

 

I am seventeen. I can’t remember ever  

having screamed. All I am good at are fierce  

and desperate monologues. I didn’t see  

the scream in the script 

 

when I auditioned. The director was kind  

and patient after my first feeble attempt— 

an apologetic squawk, more embarrassing  

than frightening.  

 

She had the whole cast demonstrate their techniques  

for me:  Dracula screamed, Renfield screamed, pretty  

Lucy screamed a pretty scream. Their screams made me  

nervous. Find it in  

 

your belly, she said. I searched. Had I released 

the only scream inside me during rehearsal?  

The actors are assembled and waiting.  

At the back, a door  

 

opens and I can see the scream spread dark wings  

over the restless audience. I twist away  

but it has slipped under the curtain and is  

rising up my legs. 
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Fever Rising 

 

you never wade into the same childhood twice 

the hungry water paces within its banks 

 

muddy currents carrying small regrets 

a child stands in the bitter air hovering 

 

near the river, holding a kitten, wet 

and trembling like a repercussion, 

 

the girl tosses it into the water again and again 

delighted that it swims and that each time it swims to her 
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The German Photos 

 

I.   Einmarsch in das Sudeten land. 

 

One day when I am visiting my mother 

she pulls out a dull green pasteboard suitcase,  

cheap metal tabs rusted and reluctant. Inside, 

are hundreds of photos, some powdery with mildew 

and disintegration, each with an annotation, neatly typed.  

They are large, six by eight, and were taken 

by a German officer. Dozens show  

one thin soldier skiing, grinning into the camera 

and pointing back at his tracks in the snow.  

One is of a decaying body in a field.  

 

Some are photos of collages, crude 

representations of what each member  

of the poor Russian communist farms  

received for his labor:  

a half a bar of soap, one-fourth of a coat for the year; 

they never received a whole quantity of anything— 

this is what it means to share. I look for hints 

of the concentration camps, the ghettos, a yellow star. 

There are many parades and many banners.  

My mother waves my hand away when I reach for a photo. 
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II.  In Radonitz, the inhabitants greet the troops, 

 

she translates. It is dated 5 October 1938, and I see 

helmeted soldiers on motorcycles and in sidecars 

driving away from the camera, 

past the waving, cheering crowd of mostly women. 

A mother in the center of the frame holds a child 

who has just awakened from his nap, his body stiff, 

black-socked legs straight against her white apron. 

Another woman reaches out to touch the hand 

of a passing soldier. One thin man stands in a black 

vest and knickers, his daughter so dark and small  

behind him that she is barely visible against  

the street, the grass, the shadows of this man and his house. 
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III.  The inhabitants cry tears of joy. 

 

Soldiers with turtle helmets 

and bare-headed women anchor  

the background, extras in the next war. 

An officer takes up the left side of the photo, 

his eyes shadowed under his cap 

and a cleft in his chin; 

he is a head taller than the weeping old woman 

who holds a handkerchief to her nose, 

looks out of the corner of her eyes, 

over my right shoulder. Behind and between the two,  

a businessman laughs with a woman 

whose dark hair is just visible  

over the other one’s gray hair and wet face. 

It is 12:30, still October 5, 1938. The German army 

has captured this moment and only 

the old woman looks outside of it. 

Could that be joy? 
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IV.  The Nazi Youth organization experiences the invasion of the troops  

(the plague column was established in memory of the terrible epidemic  

in Saaz centuries ago). 

2 September 1938 at 2:50 

 

The features of the marble contorted faces and bodies 

piled two stories high fade like clouds into the marmoreal sky. 

Beneath the monument, boys cheer, their bony knees  

protruding between shorts and calf-length socks, 

their brown shirts with the bandolier across thin chests, 

two overachievers with stiff arms raised. 

There are men and women nearly invisible 

behind the boys. The youth’s leader,  

a stiff balding man with a Hitler moustache, 

long bony wrists jutting from his rumpled jacket, 

looks to the southwest corner of the picture 

his gaze diagonal to that of the boys’,  

like a stick caught in their current. 
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V.   Adults and children watch the glorious invasion of the troops. 

9.10.38 at 15.00 hours  

 

Three tiers of people stand on the edge of the street. 

A boy smiles down the line at the camera; he is proud. 

One man stands, with a swastika band on his arm 

his eyes level and his hand on the shoulder 

of his daughter in a white cap and long coat, 

her white-capped head just reaching his armband, 

eyes closed and mouth open. It is hard to say if her hand 

is raised in the beginning of a Heil Hitler  

or if she is waving off her father’s touch. 

The other adults’ and children’s arms are straight, 

their eyes open, except for a girl, slightly shorter than the other, 

in a striped skirt and pom-pommed sweater, her only visible arm 

raised to her face, her fingers pinching her nostrils shut. 

I want to claim her as family, pretend she is my mother. 
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VI.  Soldier helping a citizen. 

 

In front of the bleached sky and a picket fence,  

a woman and a man hold a duck between them.  

The woman is wearing gingham and pearls;  

her hair is in a bun. Her hand gently drapes the back  

of the duck’s neck. For the time, she is beautiful. The duck  

looks to the southeast corner of the picture,  

ignoring the woman and the soldier as best it can.  

The soldier holds its body with his large flat hands  

on its belly feathers. His body is contoured like the duck’s,  

as if he is the duck’s much larger shadow. The soldier’s tongue  

is visible, his laughter shoving his chin into his neck,  

his satisfaction with the woman and the duck hinging  

his mouth open. It is the 11
th

 of November 1938. 
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VII.  Polish women. 

9.9.39  

 

The photo with the simplest caption, 

one even I can read for myself. 

The Poles were starving, my mother says. 

Four women stand in front of a car, 

looking well-fed, two with their backs to us,  

one with her elbows showing  

beneath short sleeves. All have  

headcoverings. One stands in her apron, 

one hand on her hip, something white  

clutched loosely there, her face, in profile,  

is nearly featureless as the sky. 

One woman, young, stands with her arms crossed, 

staring straight at the camera, a gypsy smile on her lips. 

I glance at my mother’s profile: 

dark hair going gray, high cheekbones, 

aquiline nose so unlike my own. 

Her head is tilted forward on her neck 

always, as if she listens for something 

or has caught the scent of her prey. 

The soldiers brought bread and meat in trucks. 
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VIII.  East edge of Stonne.  Panzer soldiers. 

19.7.40 at 17.00 hours 

 

There are graves, four crosses, three topped with officers’ caps, 

one, shorter, topped with a soldier’s helmet 

in a field of rubble. One has a shell standing upright 

beside it. The graves are fenced in with a foot-high  

metal, like railroad spikes with teeth. 
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IX.    Search of the forest areas at the runway after partisans.  

Hearing of the civilians they found. 

7.8.41 

 

Laughing soldiers surround a weathered, bearded man. 

His walking staff leans against his shoulder  

and his eyes are creased with the story 

coming from his cracked lips.  He has no family. 

A soldier stands with his back to the camera,  

facing the disintegrating sky and listening.  

Like us, he is listening. 
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Virginia Leaves the Tower 

 

Virginia is walking down the steps  

of Vita and Harold’s house— 

the one with the gardens and tower 

—and looks ready to fly apart with the leaving.  

She tries not to turn and look  

but after a few steps she does,  

and continues down. Her hands— 

like frightened children—twist at her clothing.  

Vita appears through the door after  

Virginia and starts to call out. But she sees  

it is overwhelming, the weight of this day  

against the people they had become  

for a few hours at a time, with each other  

and in scattered moments before.  
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Standing on One Foot on Top of St. Paul’s 

 
For it is rash to walk into a lion’s den unarmed, rash to navigate the Atlantic in a rowing boat, 

rash to stand on one foot on the top of St. Paul’s, it is still more rash to go home alone with a 

poet. 

--Virginia Woolf 

  

 

Don’t think I haven’t noticed the waiter, 

writing poetry instead of taking my order. 

 

You think when you call him in the middle of the night— 

a little breathless, not making much sense— 

 

that he’s really going to listen?  After a few months  

he won’t even notice the way you tremble  

 

on the tongue anymore. I heard you’ve been telling  

your friends things have gotten too complicated 

 

but I can do simple, I can do See Spot Run.   

I watch your face as the waiter describes tonight’s special— 

 

a polysyllabic paean grilled over a too-open fire.   

Look at you—a little alliteration, a little synaesthesia 

 

and you lose control.  They’re cheap tricks; 

any fool can make a good meal  

 

with the right ingredients and a little luck. 

Go ahead, order it.  You’ll be back. 
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The Deleted Words Re-Appear 

 

The sundries are slouching  

against the walls of the buildings, 

simple thugs pretending  

to be a religion. The prodigal son  

 

never returned from taking his last 

exam. I hear he’s washing dishes  

in Arizona. Ineffable, that old bully,  

 

never returns my calls anymore,  

stopped going to parties. 

I don’t think he’s recovered yet 

from the treachery of your last letter. 

 

Uncle Haberdashery, our best-dressed gossip, 

hasn’t left his cheap apartment in months. 

I’m afraid he’ll be dead 

a long time before we even notice. 
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Flannery O’Connor’s Peacocks Go to Heaven After She Dies 

 

I intend to stand firm and let the peacocks multiply, for I am sure that, in the end, the last 

word will be theirs. 

          

Her mother shipped them out, no longer having to tolerate the way they ate her flowers, or 

picked them, or sat on them.  One pair went to a cancer treatment center run by nuns, but the 

peacocks didn’t cure anything; they would force patients from sleep with their sharp cries. The 

peacock never reminded them of immortality through Christ or if it did, this thought unnerved 

them.  The strutting, preening, hollow arrogance was too much to associate with heaven—not 

here, not now.  The next pair went to a monastery where the monks were trying to run a retreat.  

The guests wanted quiet, which the monks were but the peacocks were not.  Perhaps in 

Flannery’s mind monks and peacocks were like good cops and bad cops for Jesus.  The eyes of 

the Church, the black orbs nestled in iridescent chenille that the peacock would fan out, were not 

what the guests wanted to see.  One monk defended them but a new monsignor found a man in 

Ohio who would let them strut and scream on his land, safely away from the paying guests.  In 

Ohio, the peacocks and the farmer lived, neither one troubled by the other’s violent dreams. 
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Fishes and Plums 
for Preston Richardson 

 

The plums of William Carlos Williams I would send you 

For nutrition.  A meal I would make of the trout  

Elizabeth Bishop caught if she had not thrown it back.  

My tiny kitchen in Florida would fill with iridescent smells. 

 

For nutrition, a meal I would make you of the trout 

Mechanics talk about, greeting each other with fish stories slippery as fins. 

My tiny kitchen in Florida would fill with such affetuoso aromas 

And stories gleaned from each other’s skin, with dense poetry 

 

The mechanics still talk about, greeting each other with poetry slippery as fins, 

As common as Formica, meaning glancing off of the glistening density 

Of stories gleaned from another’s skin.  Dense poetry  

Would carry you flying over I-75 on the back of a trout 

 

As common as Formica.  Meaning glances off of the glistening density 

Of the plums of William Carlos Williams that I have sent you 

To carry you down I-75, wheels for the silver trout 

Elizabeth Bishop caught.  If only she had not thrown it back. 
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This Is Not True 

 

After the wedding, I follow the bride and groom down unfamiliar country roads lined  

by corn fields, back to the bride’s home.  Her 93-year-old aunt is perched in the passenger seat,  

 

cranberry soup from the reception is balanced precariously in the back. The bride is  

driving fast. I’m in my bridesmaid gown still, working the pedals in bare feet, listening to  

 

Estelle’s thick Peruvian accent. Impulsively, I tell her that she is fun, which is true but her 

family ignores the sly jokes she makes at the dinner table. She seems to be a thread  

 

gone south, slowly coming loose from their fabric.  She glances at me sharply, pulls  

her hand up to her cheek, turns her face away.  The bride runs a yellow light and  

 

I stop at the red. Estelle begins a new story, one about her sister Patty, their yearly 

jaunts everywhere until Patty became too sick to go, was fading out of her skin, leaving Estelle  

 

kneeling in prayer while she took the double-bypass alone. After the surgery, Patty kept her 

lips closed against food, so Estelle brought in grapes that she had peeled. It is  

 

May and time to travel, but she holds still and cuts the tender skin of each grape, slips it off. The 

nurse and doctor scolded Estelle, but she told them that grapes are very good for the digestion, an  

 

old cure in Peru. She looks at me. “This is not true. I do not know anything about cures in  

Peru, but I know she will eat grapes, and the doctor, she believes me.” She laughs then goes 

 

quiet. “We took two more trips after that, glorious trips.” I’m gripping the steering wheel harder,  

remembering the marinated fish in the back seat, trips I haven’t taken. Estelle and I are alone,  

 

slipping on our days like wet stones. I don’t see the taillights of the bride’s car and I am so 

tired now. The fields stretch out on either side like dreams I could be having. Beneath an  

 

underpass, a deer leaps in front of us, just a couple of feet from the hood of the car, our  

vault within a vault. I pull over to the shoulder, letting go of the bride. Estelle and I stare out the 

 

windshield. “Last year, a doctor in Peru tells me that grapes are a great cure, for recovery— 

excellent.” She turns a wide smile on me. “I did not lie. I just didn’t know it was true, 

 

you see?”  A doe is at the edge of the cornfield, looking at the car, pulling us gently back to the  

zeros of our clocks. Our zeitgeber waits a full minute, then bounds across the road.  
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Judging Books of Poetry in the ER 

 

Sunday night, its waiting room is packed 

with the gauze of coughing,  

and each fevered chair is filled with a boy, 

his jaw hinged open, yellow breaths passing  

through scabby lips. But when you look again 

the boys have changed:  into women with wild hair 

and hard feet in worn-out slippers, into a freshman 

with a busted ankle and the girl he is falling  

in love with, into a woman in a wheelchair 

burying her blazing head against the man  

who strokes her as if she doesn’t burn his hands,  

in the corner, a blind man whose hopes 

must have drowned in the black coffee he sips.  

And me, I’ve brought along these manuscripts. 
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The Poetry Group 

 

My co-poets have written poems about the old, the infirm, 

the withering away of flesh and the persistence of hope. An old 

man, familiar to me in this small town, enters the coffee shop, 

 

catches my eye with a smile, takes his empty cup to the counter.  

Has he drunk it all or simply his fill? Was it Prufrock coffee 

or Baudelaire wine? He does not scuttle but walks like a man. 

 

We four poets look down at our lines. Somehow, things conspire 

at the counter—to disturb. A plate left on the edge is sent crashing 

to the floor. Reality, dear Joseph, is the great foe of words. The old man  

 

is bent to gather the pieces before the sound of the breaking  

ends. I owe you for a plate, he calls to the teenage girl 

behind the counter. Don’t worry about it. She keeps her distance 

 

as if his breaking might be catching. He cleans up on his own.  

He’s drunk, one of us whispers. We return to the hands that tremble 

without wine or shame in her shattered poem. We bend our heads to its repair.  
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Poetry Quotidian 

 

Every afternoon the tow-headed poets  

line up at the candy counter, clutching  

quarters in their hands.  

They all walk away with  

bright yellow lemon drops.  

 

Look at their mouths now,  

sucking the yellow from this day.  
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In Shĕm’s Pub 

 

The death of the poet has been much on his mind lately. He’s been practicing  

duende, giving everything to the audience. He participates in as many 

conferences and small deaths as he can. Tonight, we are all convinced  

 

of his genius, including the man himself, happy as neon  

in a smoky room. A few hours ago, he read his poems to a multitude  

of the well-dressed, well-fed, and miraculously appreciative.  

 

Our visiting poet is pulled to the dirty felt of the pool table  

and the migrant  workers’ dedication to the cue ball. Around two,  

he abandons the game to dance to the jukebox. He walks a young woman out  

 

to the parking lot, leans against the cold damp metal of a stranger’s car.  

Finally, alone in his hotel room, he remembers death. He finds pen and paper  

and writes:  Language is the wrinkled skin of God. He waltzes to the bed,  

 

not stopping to read what he has written. He thinks of the girl (young woman)  

he pulled to his body at the dark door of the pub—that firm skin under   

his fingertips. He is still sleeping, fully clothed, in our forgotten town. 
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The Hour Between Wolf and Dog 
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A House for the Wolf 
 

I. The Prayer 

 

Raphael, tell me this life is not a cruel trick  

when I was set to be finished, didn’t want  

to re-enlist. I’m here as a witness, a noncombatant.  

I’ve spent years sitting stiff-backed in the juror’s box  

with strangers, watching someone else’s case.  

Angel, guide of Tobias, wake me in the morning,  

prop open my eyes with toothpicks, a million angels dancing  

on each one. Oh, and Raphael, I don’t want them doing ballet;  

I don’t want a waltz. I want a swing dance,  

a country-western line dance, a rumba,  

a tango. Hiss in my ear a thousand times a day  

look, damn you and remember. Remind me to find  

the strangest part of me, learn it so I won’t fall. 

 

II. Raphael’s Reply 

 

You know what your problem is? You think  

stringing together the right number of words  

in the right order will make you interesting  

at parties, make your checkbook balance, 

keep your lovers from leaving, your teeth  

from aching. You think poems will make a house  

the wolf can’t blow down, a house you won’t have to pay  

insurance on. Words aren’t bricks, they can change  

when you look away, reinvent themselves when handed  

to someone else. Your dreams are cravings. Look  

how vain you are now with how little. How can I   

give you more? This fire will fly out of control  

with a drop or two more of gasoline. You fool,  

wake and sleep and stop confusing the two. 
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My Mother Crochets the Lord’s Last Supper 

 

My sister and I sit at our mother’s feet, 

studiously watercoloring designs  

on her bare legs.  My sister paints a map,  

with a tiny cartouche just above our mother’s  

thin ankle.  A sea monster lurks in the aquamarine,  

racing toward my mother’s shin.  A ship sails,  

unaware, behind her knee.  We seem invisible  

to our mother, two girls bored with summer.  

 

Her eyes are focused on her hands that move the needle 

drawing up the thick white thread from the large spool 

beside us.  Her mouth moves as if she mumbles a prayer 

or a curse under her breath, but she’s just keeping count 

of the stitches.  I paint hunters as if my mother’s flesh  

were a cave wall, outlines of human figures shooting  

arrows that arc toward running deer, awkward buffalo. 

 

Occasionally she discovers a mistake and unravels a big section, 

discarding half an hour’s work without pause.  My sister and I stop 

to consider each other’s work, nodding solemnly like museum curators. 
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A Fire in My Bones 

 

The family silence creeps into my hotel room like night and into my bones  

like fire. You call, and I have to concentrate to hear you over this roar  

of silence circling me. I chase words like darting fish and force them out.  

When we were little girls, you made me pray and say I love you before bed.  

Since then the world has grown larger and is filled with food  

we will never taste, words we might understand but could never pronounce.  

At dinner, trying to hide your confusion over the menu and the silverware,  

you are rude to the waiter. I look across the table and you are sixteen 

 

again. It is your birthday, and Mom is beating the hell out of you  

on the front porch. The neighbors can hear, can see:  White trash they whisper.  

Mom knew then you’d get pregnant too young. Your baby stays strapped  

in a dirty car seat almost inadequate for his rolls of flesh. The older boy  

is still so young he has not learned to be ashamed of loving his mother. He practices  

spelling my name during dinner, this aunt he’s never seen, and I keep  

the shaky letters in red crayon, letters that misspell my name and force me  

to call you, raise my voice above the bright emptiness humming under my skin. 
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 Poor Dog 

 

The dog in this poem won’t bark, 

won’t wag her own tail, 

hears thunder, displeasure  

 

in the sky. The dog in this poem  

hears birds who hear thunder and water 

dripping from the leaves. The dog  

 

in this poem circles herself 

(she only needs a small labyrinth)  

there I am, there she finds as she drops  

 

to the floor. This dog remembers  

she can bark but doesn’t.  She sleeps, braiding thunder 

and bird song and the memory of her bark  

into a dreaming howl that shivers beneath her fur. 
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The Zookeeper’s Daughter Drives to the Store 

 

Almost everywhere today the sun and its rays are merciless, 

beating down on houses, shouting up from the pavement, 

 

consummating all of our dark ideas.  The heat immobilizes a woman  

driving to the grocery, leaving her staring senselessly at a green light, 

 

enraging other drivers who just want to go where they are going – now. 

Fingers grip everything too tightly or too loosely today, the way the heart 

 

grips every day, tightly panicked like the bears still inside the zoo, glaring 

hopelessly at the sinkhole that has opened but offers no exit.  She turns at the 

 

intersection of Herself and Something Else, down a known but unfamiliar street, past a  

Jaguar with a flat tire and a fifty-something man in a blue, wrinkled suit on his  

 

knees beside it; his pale hands are awkward with the tire iron, weaker than the chrome 

lug nuts—five stubborn stars.  Two boys on bicycles quietly watch the sweating 

 

man.  Is it possible everything is melting together?  Her thighs and the Blue Ridge 

Naugahyde seat are becoming one.  The day is a Salvador Dalí soup 

 

or a finger painting by a disturbed child.  She runs a red light,  

parks at the grocery store next to a guy in a Land Rover daydreaming about 

 

quantum field theory. He smiles as if she’s part of an exhibit he approves of.  

Right outside the door are some Girl Scouts selling cookies and  

 

she walks past them not buying, turns down the first aisle 

to buy tamari sauce and tofu and vegetables, though who wants to eat in this heat – 

 

ubiquitous and unwholesome, rubbing thoughts together in her head, all 

vying for dominance, trying to get the tongue and mouth to free them into the air. 

 

Who wants to shop for the food sitting sullen on the shelves, shrink-wrapped 

Xeroxed examples of genetic engineering.  She buys irradiated  

 

yellow squash. She would have bought organic but she wasted her money at the 

zoo, whispering words of encouragement to the bears when she was alone with them. 
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A Healthy Diet, A Little Exercise 

 

1.  Breakfast 

 

Beware the future tense, 

that utopian do-gooder, 

that conditional palm-reading,  

that Girl Scout oath. 

 

2.  Lunch 

 

Beware the past tense, 

that self-pitying note of regret  

in the comfortable distance, 

like the cauliflower sound  

of a train whistle in the pillowed air,  

that deflated verb trapped  

in the tarpit of memory. 

 

For the muscles of meaning  

shed words like skin. 

For the moment of salvation  

is all that matters. 

 

3.  Dinner 

 

Beware the present tense, 

that old whore who listens to you 

as if she’s never heard this one before. 
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Dear Gentle Writer 

 

1. 

 

Beware the first person, 

that plastic Halloween mask 

that you flip up as soon as you’re out the door— 

the dying scream trailing off the page. 

 

For my grandmother’s love letters 

                   have not been found.  

For I have not nursed the wounded soldier. 

 

For words have taken me hostage. 

 

2. 

 

Beware the second person, 

the thin disguise of participation, 

the charade that you’re not rattling on alone. 

 

For you have no advice to give  

and would charge for it if you did.  

You don’t know what to feel so I show you. 

 

3. 

 

Beware the third person, 

your passport to the third world 

and suffering you’ll never feel. 

 

For the scientist lurks at the bus stop of nirvana. 

For the humming gumshoe watches personas drop  

like flies and holds a stakeout at your mother’s funeral. 
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4. 

 

Beware the third person omniscient, 

the perspective of our old age, 

that lost address, lost accent, 

that Jungian Tinkerbell 

without respect for boundaries of skin and skull. 

 

For words have flaunted themselves  

in the ransom note—pretending to be disjointed,  

pretending to be less than whole, pretending  

 to be us. 

 

For you can’t know even one mind. 

For the sense bites the throat of the sound. 
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The Rainmaker’s Daughter 

 

All night my father has been writing a letter  

to the Army Corps of Engineers,  

 

sheet after sheet of words stringing together  

harsh feelings and advice. The clack and whir  

 

of the word processor peppers my dreams  

until they bloom female alligators playing cards by Lake Apopka 

 

(all female because of the estrogen in the fertilizer   

washing into the lake).  I am playing poker with them  

 

and losing, I have bet the mortgage on a pair of jacks 

when I wake up to fix the drowning man breakfast 
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Remembering Emily 

 

While lying on the cold hood of her car 

looking at a constellation I am unable to name 

I wonder if death is lurking  

like a battery thief in the next block. 

I close my eyes and listen 

to the hum of the distant highway 

drowning out the savage stars. 

 

The kitchen light leaves bright 

squares on the grass.  Inside, 

she is laughing.  My eyes closed, 

I can see her petting a stray cat 

on the church steps in the middle of the night, 

and I can see the distance  

that has grown between us since. 

I open my eyes and her laughter  

is a constellation, old and blameless. 
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The Burning Barn 

 

When I met your father he told me a joke, 

drunk, barely standing in your grandma’s kitchen, 

all beard and belly, the fat Abner Snopes. 

That house, your daddy, your jailbait cousin, 

and your brother, always the sorry one, 

belonged in a Faulkner novel.  So did you, just 

this Sarty grew up to be lesbian, 

tougher and drunker than William.  Five minutes 

your father mimicked going down on a woman,  

jabbing his tongue between sharp teeth, wetly vile.   

Why didn’t I see I could walk away, or run?  

Transfixed by the exposed soft butter and piles  

of over-cooked food, I waited for the punch line 

and watched a fly circle and land, circle and land. 
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Driving Out to Lloyd to See the Stars 

 

A sign instructs us to turn off our headlights 

which we reluctantly do, maneuvering our truck 

through the dark over a narrow and rutted dirt road 

to a field where three men sit with two telescopes, 

elaborate metal tubes holding the lenses  

 

apart—interrupted objects. They point one telescope  

toward Saturn  so we can see the rings, which seem harder 

to believe in after I have actually seen them. 

We speculate on the color of nearby Jupiter’s moons. 

Our girls chase each other  

 

and shout, making me wince as though this were a church 

or a library, but it’s just a field.  I talk to the men a long time,  

hearing about the next closest universe, as if I could listen 

myself out of my world and into theirs.  The only constellation  

I can recognize on my own is Orion taking aim at the horizon.   
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The Easiest Minute 

 

A cow runs beside our truck  

like an inflated dog, 

its bovine mass   

galloping along this morning, 

and you don’t say a word. 

I grab your rough hand and hold it. 

My love, relax, we’re on parade,  

not going anywhere, slowly. 
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Saint Lucy’s Kitchen 

 

Under the trembling sky one gray day is followed by another. 

The rain is continual and moody—threatening, punishing,  

 

caressing, then sullen and threatening again.  It tells me to stay home 

and let the grass grow. The garden is in chaos, with my lover’s one hundred  

 

tomato plants breaking down their wire cages, holey red fruit  

with heavenly hosts of aphids feasting themselves blind.  

 

My six basil plants have grown into bushes, determined  

to go to seed and become bitter. The whole house reeks of basil.  

 

There are no more recipes to try. In the kitchen, Saint Lucy  

gazes down from the Santa Lucia Olive Oil can,  

 

past the rows of hanging basil. The eyes in her head ask why struggle  

when we have been given sleep? The pair of eyes on the platter advise  

 

the quickest route to victory is to redefine defeat. Over the garden,  

the sky balances on whitened knuckles and soon will fall. 
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At the End of a Fever 

 

The long thin shaft of glass breaks, sends mercury  

Scattering across the floor like silent hasty ball-bearings. 

 

The quick drops are irresistible to our cat whose black body  

Stalks the silver liquid globes. I try to gather them  

 

Before he does, chase him away. Is mercury poisonous?  

He stays and the globes break apart and scatter 

 

Like trouble when handled too roughly, like my love for you  

After nights, after years of nights, of trouble. 
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Two Lines Have Been Omitted from This Poem 

 

The first time it happened, I worried for hours and was all empty ribs and sharp teeth  

by the time my lover came home. She was a walking pillar of clay. I threw her keys  

into the field  of weeds encroaching on the garden, words flew out of my mouth like bats  

 

from a cave. The dogs became agitated but at one word from her, retreated. I want  

 that sort of control over words and dogs. During the last storm,  

our two St. Bernards had killed three chickens. Now, nearly 11:00 at night, they are chasing  

 

her beloved rooster around the house, through thunder and rain. Brutus could be safe  

 outside the fence but he is nearly human in his hubris. The dogs give no thought to my 

barking at their frenzied circle at the edge of the light. I run down the steps, grab  

 

a shovel—my body like a righteous sword, not my own. The dogs move back enough  

 for me to see the rooster, all wet feathers at crazy angles. I curse the dogs and they  

creep off, glancing back with disbelief—hadn’t they been doing what I wanted, really?  

 

I kick at them—my foot glancing off ribs. Brutus, his feathers shining in the dark,  

 remains still. I think of his spurs, his beak, his awful eyes. I walk in a slow circle  

around him. She shouldn’t come home and find him like this. Is he breathing? I nudge  

 

him with the shovel—he flies up at my face like a flame with sudden oxygen. I step back,  

 almost fall on the dogs, their dirty wet fur against my legs, and I push the shovel like  

a shield at the bird. He drops; the dogs are on him. I kick them back, yell, and raise  

 

the shovel with both hands.  I bring it down so hard it does not hesitate through feathers, flesh,  

 or small bones. Blood, the same color as the night sky, jets up. I jump back, though  

it subsides quickly, and watch the body jerk and thrash. I take another step back. The dogs move  

 

forward like inspectors but sit when I bark no. We stare at the white feathers against  

 the damp black dirt. I pull the shovel from the ground with weak arms and dig  

a too-deep hole, nudge the limp body over the lip. I don’t say any words though  

 

I am grateful to the rooster for being dead. Each clump of dirt takes substance  

 from my body until I am a shell moving up the steps and into the shower. The water  

illuminates these already aching arms, my breasts, my broken, empty face. 
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The Marriage 

 

Under your gypsy skies  

I am the quartermaster,  

the fiscal conservative. 

 

But when you arrange  

stars into constellations,  

I let my hair grow long,  

 

discard my uniform.  

When you announce  

the weather each morning,  

 

each evening—regulating  

even your lovely tornadoes  

into patterns—I pack 

 

up the caravan, carefully  

place our battered violin   

on the seat beside me. 

 

Should I tell you what I’m taking 

so you won’t look for it 

when I’m gone? 
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Lightly Anchored to Now 

 

Morning comes as if it were a verb and something I should be doing. 

Committees of robins fly around the neighborhood. 

 

Every spring, they come and make recommendations too ambitious for my will.  

Dim-witted cardinals peck at their reflections in the birdbath. 

 

The mockingbirds have formed a Neighborhood Watch and are determined 

to drive out the undesirables that slink across the street, cautiously now. 

 

At dusk, the feral cats recover some bravery and stalk through back yards, 

their paws navigating gently through dropped camellia blossoms. 

 

The mockingbirds simply have babies to think about.  The stone St. Francis watches, 

and though he is a saint, he doesn’t want to get involved either. 
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Seed Store Sestina 

 

You can’t buy seeds in Matewan, West Virginia, not even at the Seed 

Store, the two-story wooden building that stands two blocks from the Tug 

River, which has swollen almost annually into the store, into all of Matewan. 

The little town of miners was used to the floods, water black with coal 

waste surging into their homes like Baldwin-Felts detectives. Living on the few dollars 

the Stone Mountain Coal Company was willing to part with, lungs shot 

 

but nerves and hands always steady with a shot- 

gun, the stubborn immigrants waited between the mountains and the river, hayseeds 

of the New World. Now, those few who remain have a fifty million-dollar 

wall standing between their six-block town and the river that got its name from tugs 

—the shoe leather soldiers once boiled for food. Those steep bare mountains were full of coal 

and mothered a boom town until machines came and ate up most of the jobs in Matewan. 

 

You’ll find optimism discounted at every store in Matewan, 

in both the cafes, and in the barbershop.  The floodwall is a good sign, a shot  

in the arm, the Nenni Department Store owner tells me. “The coal 

money is gone and ain’t coming back.” His store doesn’t sell seeds 

either. He tells me about the new annual arts festival, as we watch a dirty white dog tug 

at her leash, squat beside the Great Wall, the only inhabitant not concerned with tourist dollars. 

 

Mr. Nenni gazes beyond the dog to the wall. “A million dollar 

investment,” he muses, “and a real vote of confidence in Matewan.” 

I drift away as he starts talking about the bass fishing over in the Tug.  

I browse, lingering over faded socks and 1970s tennis shoes, and finally settle on a shot 

glass that reads “The Hatfields & McCoys.” I walk down to the Seed 

Store, find a note, “I’m at home,” on the open door. Inside are little miner statues made of coal, 

 

and funeral wreaths. An outdoor loudspeaker recounts the showdown of the 1920’s coal  

mine wars. I listen from inside the Seed Store where I spend five dollars 

on an amaryllis the bent-over store owner retrieves from home. Plastic jars of seeds, 

not for sale, line the counter. Maybe they’re magic, intended only for the citizens of Matewan. 

Flowery crosses are lined up like starving soldiers standing at attention. I take a shot 

of Mrs. Schwartz standing in front of them, holding my amaryllis, a frown tugging 

 

at her mouth.  In 1882, Devil Anse Hatfield, his heart an airless chamber, crossed the Tug 

Bridge. He knew the timber was dwindling, and they hadn’t yet discovered coal. 

Pressures were mounting. He executed three McCoys after they’d stabbed and shot 

Ellison Hatfield. It’s part of the image of violence they sell now for tourist dollars. 

The whole state is drunk on the moonshine dream of tourism. Matewan’s 

been knocking it back one shot at a time; this is how they water their seeds. 
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Smoke Settles in the Kanawha Valley 

 

On the six o’clock news, 

the smoke  

from a dozen  

unseen forest fires 

makes the cold river  

a hot witches’ brew  

and the lights 

on the remaining  

Appalachian mountains  

distant constellations.   

 

The anchorwoman reports  

that five unemployed men  

set the fires  

so they might get work 

putting them out.   

 

“The  smoke settles  

into this valley  

like overburden,” 

she reports, 

stacking her notes. 

Her gaze is steady; 

she is young  

and on her way  

someplace else. 
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Local News 

 

The BBC announcer says, 

 “The time, if you need to keep up with it, 

is ten minutes past five, GMT,”  

   but it must be after midnight here  

while I’m driving down this empty street after  

stumbling from a headache-driven sleep. 

 

The happiness of the people 

   is translated by a guide in Khabul; 

their new leader admits he is weak 

 but doesn’t flee; next, the ruler  

of Madagascar says he is strong, but  

he has left. I am not a man,  

 

I am neither weak nor strong.  

A palmetto bug hangs 

on the driver’s side window 

which I roll up quickly, 

driving as fast as I can  

through the humid air 

between stop lights on Magnolia. 

 

 I don’t have to keep up with the time 

 at least for the next few hours 

  which is good because the earthquake 

  rived my head, sent turbulence through time 

  and my body, leaving it weak  

like the man on the radio. But my head,  

 my head is more like a fire 

has flashed through  

 and the ashes cooled while I slept. 

 

At the grocery store  

 a dozen cars are huddled, drawn  

to the stocked aisles of light  

 like the river of spilled sugar  

at the end of the frozen food aisle, white  

grains that I float my fingers down. 

 

I walk through the smell of strawberries, 

 out-of-season, back out into the pre-dawn air 

  and past the black boys waiting in a white car,  

knees on the seat, peering through the back window, 

for some adult still inside. They wave as I pull away. 
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Strikers Leaving the Factory of Sleep 

 

One by one we slipped 

     into the factory 

        where anything 

  is possible. 

 

Hours before our shift ended, 

 we walked out 

with those we love 

and those we don’t, 

 our bodies sweating dreams, 

leaving the machinery idle. 

  In the all-night diners 

we direct our faces carefully 

as if they are satellite dishes emitting  

  dangerous light & signals. 

   We resolve to not hurt 

              anyone else. 

We point them at our hands 

which make a church & a steeple 

  on the flat landscape of the counter. 

 We watch the bread of dreams dissolve                                                                                

in the sweet milk of the knowable. 

 

The morning paper reports a turn-out; 

 some workers say  

the factories are shutting down, 

 moving to some country where  

labor remains fragmented and desperate. 

 

In other time zones, 

other workers clock in, 

 creating a product they too can’t afford. 
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The pharmacy at midnight 

 

is filled with poets. What are we looking for?  

I am already there, looking at stuffed animals 

and the photos of strangers in bubbly frames, 

when another poet, bucolic in his density, walks  

 

through the door. I wave and he hesitates,  

starts to walk away but it is midnight and we  

are awake together. We have read each other’s poems  

and know whatever it is we are supposed to know. 

 

We bend our heads toward the same cheap merchandise 

and discuss the performance of another poet 

when I spot two more slipping in and sailing down 

the hair products aisle. Perhaps we should join hands, 

 

give an impromptu reading to the sullen clerk 

and nervous teenagers who swim in groups 

of threes and fives. Instead we fill our pockets  

with things we might pay for later.  
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The Numbers in Our Address 

 

1, the gaunt tour guide 

 

8, zeros stuck together like lovers in the Inferno 

 

0, that tunnel of love and fear 

with painted monsters 

gesturing lewdly from its stone walls 

like a draught of cold nothingness 

from the tap of a black hole 

 

6, the explanation lodged like thirst in my throat 

 

9, the wide night curled like a fetus,  

its big head bent 

to the sound of its own heart 

like the cat asleep in front of the fire,  

and the guide listens to your stories now 

(about tunnels and tables and roads) 

in your solid, solid house. 
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Practical Monsters 

 

The practical monster believes knives are for plunging, 

not cutting up vegetables. The practical monster 

lives in your house, under your bed, in the closet, 

wherever it pleases. It watches TV (it is an it,  

has no use for gender or sex). While you’re gone,  

it reads your diary, corrects your spelling, 

plots revenge for the smallest wrongs. It has an appetite  

for revenge. It is sitting on your couch when your car pulls up  

and sometimes you almost see it. It plucks its eyebrows 

while you’re in the shower and chases the cat  

(the practical monster likes cats but likes chasing more). 

The practical monster reads too much and prefers the books 

you’ve never read. Every day the practical monster  

thinks of plugging the iron back in, burning your love letters  

under the curtains or the bed, burning your whole house down. 

But the thought of moving depresses it.  

The monster is earnest. The monster is tired. 

It thinks the gas oven is for your head.  

Poor monster, how it wants you to live.  
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Saving Her Skin 

 

On the sofa, her bones arrange themselves  

and her flesh accompanies them for now. 

Her bones know their place, those loving hausfraus. 

But her skin craves revolution and the wolves 

finally at the door:  This is how it goes, 

it whispers, tattoos, piercings—all you won’t allow, 

I need— milkbaths save no one worth saving, and how 

do you propose to save me—your skin, your armor, your rose? 

 

Years of unhappy struggle leave the skin enervated. 

It can only stretch so far. She has stopped hearing  

herself; now the struggle is more familiar than the cause. 

How the skin resents upholstering the same outdated  

piece of furniture! Our former bombshell is wearing 

herself down to a skeleton, wrapped in spotless gauze. 
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Saint Rita 

 

I went to bed as Gilda  

and woke up me again,  

still the patron saint 

of bad marriages  

and atomic bombs 

in peace time, still dancing 

in black and white. 

 

There are cows dying 

of old age in the pasture 

and calves with faces like young boys 

steady and self-contained 

living out awed lives 

in fields of green sway. 

They never think of me 

and for this I bless them. 
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The American on His First Honeymoon 

 

What we can say has already been said 

about each painting in the gallery— 

about the quality of light, the way she holds her head. 

 

So we are silent in the subway, silent in bed. 

Our bodies too are mute; we fall asleep knowing 

what we could say has already been said. 

 

Over toast and coffee and the newspaper thoroughly read 

the day unfolds between us. I am too weak to carry  

this quality of light, the way she holds her head. 

 

I would vow to leave if love had left 

if this were the wedding of two gypsies. 

But what should I say? It has been said 

 

the dead would properly bury the dead 

and here I am, alive at last and buried  

by the quality of light, and the way she holds her head. 

 

Perhaps women, sex, love are all over-rated. 

Which of us is the artist and which the light? You see,  

the words I might say have been better said— 

words concerning the quality of light, the way you hold your head. 
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On Our 11
th

 Anniversary 

 

let’s say goodbye to the old answers 

though they might not leave after all 

 

and wade out to greet the newly arriving ones 

in their water-soaked crafts,  

 

most looking like they can’t survive the night,  

but some will, some will.  
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Will:  A Fragment 

 

Everything which continues to grow 

as I decrease should be harvested: 

 

To my older sister  

who taught me to shave 

I leave my leg hair. 

 

To my last poetry workshop 

I leave my nose hair 

which filtered the dust motes  

and pathogens from my inspiration,  

and allowed certain scents to linger. 

 

To my ex-lovers I leave my pubic hair, 

my speed bump of black wool. Carry it  

in your front pockets in red velvet pouches; 

run your fingers against the warm nap 

and remember to go slow. 

 

To my current lover’s future lover 

I leave the hairs from my head, 

including my eyebrows and eyelashes, 

so that she might bury them beneath a thorn bush 

and have roses into her old age. 

 

To you, dear executor, 

I leave the patches of golden down. 

They never manage to keep me warm 

but daily remind me of my newness. 
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Unbuilding 

 

Zinn’s History has waited on my shelves for two years now, 

Years I’ve spent reading other books I’ve forgotten, 

 

Expecting to protect myself from aphasia with other people’s 

Words, like this book of poetry by the communist’s son. What 

 

Vanity, clustering like cells the books read and  

Unread. Today I vow to give back every book ever loaned me: 

 

The Celestine Prophecy should return to my friend’s house and lament its 

Stay, lonely and unpleasant—stuck as it was in a moldy  

 

Room beside old editions of the MLA. Pages of wild advice, leave 

Quietly. You—slim volume by the boy who killed his own brother but who sang me 

 

(Praised me) to sleep four nights in a row and weaved my virtues while taking a bite  

Out of each, hunting for the butter cream middle—retrieve your dust jacket, there 

 

Next to the stereo. The Collected Stories of Henry James, you should  

Meander back into the stacks after reporting to the 

 

Librarian how I turned each page in a straightforward manner; pause and  

Kindly contemplate other patrons, both present and remembered. But wait, is it  

 

Just the loaners leaving? Really, I’ve failed you all; so, textbooks that  

I didn’t sell back, lingering like shy students after class, go find a scholar who’ll 

 

Highlight the right passages, write marginalia worth reading.  

Go, all of you hundreds of others on my shelves, my tables, and my  

 

Floor, books who know no home but mine, return to the bookstore, the publisher, 

Escape to the author if you can make it that far, and confide my sins as a reader, 

 

Damn me with all the empathy and wit that I myself lack.  

Come, my last book, you ragged collection of letters, read and re-read 

 

(But not one addressed to me), leave me now.  

After all this time, after all these words, I’m lost again. 
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